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I\IEI,SEI\ EXTEITSIONS OF RIEMAI\I\ SURHACES*

LIPMAN BERS

Let B be a Riemann surface of finite type (p , % , ffi), that is, a sphere
with p handles, zr, punctures and zz holes. We assume that m ) 0 and

6p-612n*3m>O
(so that B is not a simply or doubly connected plane domain). Nielsen
assigned to B a subdomain Bo c B which is a deformation retract of S
and again a Riemann surface of t54re (p , n , m); we call So the Nielsen
kernel of B . It turns out that every B is the Nielsen kernel of a Riemann
surface B, , called the Nielsen extension of B . The purpose of this note is
to record. some simple but useful properties of the Nielsen extension.

We represent B as UIG where [/ denotes the upper half-plane and
G a torsion-free n'uchsian group of the second kind. (The fact that G is
determined only up to a conjugation in the real Möbius group will cause no
difficulties.) There is an infinite set B of open intervals ,[ on the extended
real axis R U {oo} such that G acts properly discontinuously on lt :
U U L U ..I , where .t denotes the lower half-plane and "I the union of all
I ef , andonnolargeropensubsetof CU{oo}.Thequotient Bd: alQ
is the (Schottky) ilouble of B , and the conjugation z r->2 induces a
canonical anti-conformal involution y of Bd . Note that there is a canonioal
embedding ,S -> Bd .

For each I . f , the stabilizer C(I) of I in G is generated by
a hyperbolic element whose axis z4(1) is the non-Euclidean line joining
the endpoints of 1. The quotient IIG(I) is homeomorphic to a circle and
is identified with an (ideal) boundary curve of B. Each of the m ideal
boundary curves of B can be so obtained.

We denote by D(I) the non-Euclidean half-plane bounded by ,I and
A(I) and, by .l[ the complement in U of the union of the closures of all
D(I) , I e f .-l[ is called tbre Ni,el,sen reg,i,on of G .It is convex in the non-
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Euclidean sense (being the intersection of non-Euclidean half-planes) and
open (because, for Ir, I, e p and Ir* Ir, D(Ir) n Dgz) : g). Hence

-l[ is a simply connected domain, invariant und.er G . The Riemann surface

S0 : lf/G is the Ni,elsen kernel of ,S ; it comes equipped with a canonical
embedding into B.

Notingthatfor every IeB and.every geG, g(D(I)):D(I') for
some /' e B , we conclude that the image of every D(.I) under the natural
mapping a --> U lG : B is D(I)|G(I). This is a Riemann surface of type
(0 , 0 , 2) , llnat is, homeomorphic to an annulus. fts two (ideal) boundary
curves are: the boundary curve C : IIG(I) and. C' : A(I)\G(I). C' is

the geodesic, in the Poincar6 metric of S , which is freely homotopic to C .

We call D(I)|G(I) thefunnel adjacent to C' . The complement of the closure

of Bo in B is a disjoint union of such funnels. This remark characterizes

the Nielsen kernel Bo of B.
Lemma 1. Let C beabound'argclnraeof B, C'thegeoilesi,cfreely

homotopicto C , L thel,ength of C' ,anil M themod,uleof thefunnelad'iacent
to C' . Then

LM : n2,

Prnf. We may assume, without loss of generality, that C : IIG(I)
where ,I e B is the positive real axis. Then G(1) is generated by a Möbius
transformation g(z) : az tforsome a2 L, A(I) isthepositiveimaginary
axis, D(1) is tho first quadranl Q , and the length L of C' : A(I)|G(I)
is the non-Euclidean distance between d and a ö , so that

(1)

The function

(2)

(where
sat'isfies
I

L: Ioga.

C@) : n-znitogzltoga

log z denotes the principal branch) is holomorphic in A a,nd

C'(z)+0, C"g@)- C(az):C(z). Also, C(q is theannulus
( g where

(3) g: sf"ltoca.

Hence the funnel, QIG(I), is conformal to this annulus, and the module
is

M : logQ : nz lloga : n2 lL.
If B is a Riemann surface of finite type, we call the restriction to B of

the Poincard metric on ga, the i,ntri,nsio metr'i,c on B . Note that the
boundary curves of B are geodesics of finite length in the intrinsic metric.
fndeed, such a curve C, considered as a Jordan curve on Bd, is freely
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homotopic to a unique geodesic Co . If Co were fistinct from C , j(Cr)
would bo another geodesic freely homotopic to C .

L e m m a 2. The restri,cti,an of the Poi,ncarö metr'i,c on S to the Ni,elsen

Iternel, Bo coi,ncid,es wi,th the i,ntrinsi,a metri,c m Bo.
Proof. We consider Bo u* embedded in Bf : (Bo)d . Let ds denote the

restriction to Bo of the Poincar6 metric on S. The canonical involution
j transplants ds to j(Bo); the metric ds is now a conformal metric, with
constant Gaussian curvature equal to (-f), defined on Bf except on the
boundary curyes C' of Bo , that is on tho geodesics on B freely homotopic
to the boundary curves C of B. Consider a point P on one of such
curves C' , and a sufficiently small neighborhood / of P which is divided
by an &rc oc : / n C' inl'o two disjoint sudbomains /1 and /2: jUL).
Since C' is a geodesic on B and. since y leaves C' pointwise fixed, there
is a homeomorphism y of / onto a neighborhood y(/) of i, e U such
that tp I I - o takes the metric ds into the Poincard metric lilzl I g on
U . Now g is conformal on I - a,, and hence also on / . We conclude
that on Bf there is a conformal metric d,3, of Gaussian curvature (-f),
with d.i I so u j(Bo) - ds .

To show that d,i is the Poincar6 metric on Bf; we must vmify that it is
complete. This so since Bd is of type (2p+m-1,2n,0), hence

compact except for 2 m punctures, and near each puncture dS coincides
with ds , that.is, with a complete metric.

T h e o r e m l. S i,s the Ni,elsenlcernel, of auni'quely il'etermi'ned, Riemann
surface S, (calleil, the Ni,elsen ertensisn o/ S ).

Proof. In view of Lemmas I and.2 and the relations (f ), (2), (3) in the
proof of Lemma 2, the Nielsen extension Bt of B, if such an extension
exists, must be constructed as follows. X'or each of the zz boundary curves
C of ,S ,leb L" denote its length in the int'rinsic metric of B . Set

g" - f"lLc

and let -F" denote the annulus 1 < löl { Qc . Define a Riemarurian metric
d,s" on I" by transplanting to !" the Poincard metric ld'zl lg in U
by means of the mapping

C@) : 
"-zniroqzlL6

of the first quadrant Q onto /s, and noto that the circle ;f | : q" is
a geodesic in this metric, of length 2". Now attach I" to B, by means
of an isometry between C , endowed with the intrinsic metric of B , and the
circle 16l : gc, endowed with the metric ds" .

In order to show that the Riemann surface B, so constructed is indeed
the Nielsen extension of B, it sufficies to show that the restriction of the
Poincard metric on B, to B is the intrinsic metric on B and the restriction

3l
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to an -f,', is the metric il,s" . The required argument is so similar to the proof
of Lemma 2 that, it may be omitted.

Lemma 3. Represent the il,oubl,e Sd of B as alT where I i,s a

tmsi,on-free Iu,chsi,an grqup. Let / be a aorn4tmtent of the ltrei,mage o/ B c Bd

und,er the natural mappi,ng U -->tIlI - Bd , anil l,et It be the stabi,Iizer of
/ i,n I . Then Ulfr: S, is the Nielsen ertension o/ S.

Proof . Let f be the restriction of the natural mapping U -> U lI : Bd

to .4 . Then / is holomorphic and locally one-to-one and' f(/) : B . Also

f(zr) : I@rl ,f and only if thero is a y e l- with zz : y(a'); such a y
must belong to l'r, since every olement of y permutes tho components

of the inverse image of B . We conclude that f : /'-> B is a universal
covering with covering group J" . X'urthermore, / transplants the metric

ldzl I y on U into the intrinsic metric of B .

Now'represent the Nielsen extension B, of S as UlG, G a torsion-
free X'uchsian group, and. let -l[ be the Nielsen region of G. One sees &s

before that the restriction å of the natural mapping A ->UIG to -lI is
a universal covering -l[ + B , with covering group G , which transplants
the metric ld"l I y into the restriction of the Poincard metric of Br to
B, that is, by Lemma 2, into the intrinsic metric on ,S.

It follows that there exists a homeomorphism g of / onto ff such

that' f -hog and gTrg-r:G.This I isanisometryinthemetric
ld"l I g, hence the restriction to I of a real Möbius transformation. Sincs

G is dotermined but for a conjugation in the real Möbius group, we may
assume lhat g: id. Then /: -lf , lr: G, and the assertions of the
lemma follow.

T h e o r e m 2. A quasi,aonformal' hameamorphism of S onto another

Riemann surface can be erteniled,, canon'i,cal,l'y, anil' wi,thout 'i'ncreasi'ng the

ildtatotion,, to a quas'i,conformal, lwmeornorgthism of the Niel,sen ertensian of S
onto that o/ g(S) .

Proof . Since g is quasiconformal, it admits a homeomorphic extension
to the boundary curves of B and henco can be canonically extended to
a homeomorphism of Bd onto ?(S)d which respects the canonical in-
volutions. We denote the extended. homeomorphism again by g. Its
dilatation is the same as before the extension.

Represent Bd and g(B)d as Alf and UIT', respectively, J- and
J'' being torsion-free Fuchsian groups. Then g .' Bd -+ g(B)d can be lifted,
using the natural mappings U--->UII and U'->UlT', to a homeo-

morphism rl of U onto U, which has the same dilatation as g and
satisfies w I w-r : T' . Choose a component / of tho preimage of B
under U--->U|T, and let l-t bu the stabilizer of I in i'. Then w(/)
is a component of the preimage of g(B) under the mapping U '-> U ll'
and J'r' - w Itzr-l is the stabilizet of w(l) in i'l . Clearly, ar induceg
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the mapping 9 of B : lllt onto 9(S) : w(Qlf't. But ul also induces
a homeomorphism, with the same dilatation, of UlI, onto UII'i, Tn

view of Lemma 3 this is a homeomorphism rp, extending g , of the Nielson
extension of B onto that of 9(B).

It is easy to verify that y does not depend on tho choices (of J- , I' ,

w and. / ) made during the above construction.
Lem ma 4. Let C be abound,ary curae of S, Ct theboundary curae

of the Ni,elsen ertensian B, o./ S freely homotapi'c to C . Let L be the I'ength

of C i,n the Poi,ncarö metri,c o./ Br , L, the length of C, in the Poi'ncorC

metric of the Ni,el,sen ertensi,sn B, of St. Then

L, 1L.

Proof. Leti il,s, denoto the Poincard metric on Br , ils, the Poincard
metric on B, . Sinco B, c B, , and B, * Sz, we have il's, < d'st. On the
other hand, C, is the unique geodesic, in its homotopy class, with respect
to the metric dsn . Ilenco

dt, : L

Let B, be the Nielsen extension of B and let Bo*t be the Nielsen
extension of Bo , lc : 1,2, ... . In view of the canonical embeddings
Bu->Bo*, we c&n define the Riemann surface B- : Br U /Sz U ... which
we call lhe infi,ni,te Ni,el,sen ertension of B . ft is, of course, homeomorphic
to B, but, as the next theorem shows, if B is oftpe (p,n,raa), then B-
is oftype (p ,n + nx ,0) . Thus the construction of B. gives us a canonical
way of "filling in the holes" in B.

Theorem 3. Thednfi,ni,teNielsenertension B- o/ S hasnoi'd'u'l
baundarg curaes.

Proof. Let Co be a boundary curve of B . Then Co divides B- into
two components, one of which, call it X, is conformally equivalent to
a doubly connected. domain. We must show that the module M - of X is
infinite.

Let C, be the boundary cuwe of B1 (the Nielsen extension of S )
freely homotopic to Co, and let Co+, be the boundary curve of Bo*,
(the Nielsen extension of Bo )freely homotopic to Co, lt: 1,2,.... Also
let Io be the funnel bounded by Co and Q*, and Mo the module of
-['u . Finally let Lu be the length of Co in the Poincar6 metric of Bo*, .

Then X : l'0 U nt U ... , -Fo and -n'o*, havo no inner points in common,
and each Ih separates the boundary continua of X . By Grötzsch's
inequality,

LL : I itr,
crcc
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. :, M_ > Mo+Mr+...
that is, in view of Lemma l,

M- > n, (Lit + Lr, + ...) .

Since, by Lemma 4, Lo) Lt) ..., we have that M : * oo , as asserted.
R, e m a r k. Let Bo be the Nielsen kernel of S , Bu_, that of Bo ,

for Ic:0, -1, -2,.... It would bo interesting to investigate the set
Bo O B-t n,S-2 n ....

We conclude with an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. A quasi,conformal, homeomorphi,sm of S onto another
R'i,emann surface aan be ertend,eil,, canoni,cal,ly anil ui,thout increasing the
d,i,latati,an,to a qmsiconformal homeomorphi,sm of the i,nfinite Niel,sen ertens,i,on
of B onto that of q@) .

Applications of Theorems 2, 3, 4 will be found in a forthcoming paper
on a theorem by Thurston.
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